All over the world, people, schools, organizations, and governments will celebrate the 24th Annual International Noise Awareness Day (INAD) on Wednesday, April 24, 2019.

The Acoustical Society of Italy is organizing several activities in Italian schools. The theme will be "Searching for lost sounds", to raise awareness among children and pupils on acoustics, by searching and listening to forgotten sounds or sounds destined to disappear with environmental, social and work changes.

The poster of the initiative represents Noisella and Marisa (the girl and her cat, mascots of INAD-Italia) that are searching for lost sounds like Sherlock Holmes. It is an suggestion for Italian students to collect all lost sounds by recording or drawing them for a school-competition.

Which sounds do you think are they looking for?

Follow the INAD-Italia activities on facebook where all materials produced for the competition will be posted.

For more information:
- AIA website: www.acustica-aia.it/inad
- e-mail: inad.italia@gmail.com
- facebook page: Inad.italia